
Azure Express
The Azure Express helps customers early in their journey to the cloud. 

eGroup Enabling Technologies & Microsoft leverage real-time server and

application performance data to determine sizing and cost consumption

estimates in Azure.

Receive a cloud readiness report and 
detailed cost consumption estimates

 identifying candidates for an Azure migration.

A closer look at what the Azure Express provides

FINANCIAL PLANNING
Multi-year Azure cost consumption estimates help customers

understand the economics of moving to cloud.

MICROSOFT AZURE AND CLOUD PROFILING
Provide real-time data on server and application performance

to support a more detailed cloud strategy discussion.

What’s Included
A Detailed Inventory of the Data Center Environment with

Identification of Azure-Ready Candidates. 

Aging hardware

End of Support Windows Server 2008/R2 and SQL Server

2008/R2

Low Utilization

Multi-Year Cost Consumption Estimates 
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Azure Migration Engagement 
The Azure Migration Engagement helps customers take the first

step in their cloud migration. eGroup Enabling Technologies &

Microsoft deliver an in-depth identification and analysis of

specific workloads or applications.

Receive cost estimates, reference architecture design, 
and a migration plan for a specific workload.  

A closer look at what an Azure Migration Engagement provides

DATA PLATFORM MODERNIZATION
Facilitate future planning with detailed performance reporting, virtualization architecture,

& support timelines to orchestrate end-of-life transitions & product innovation.

DATACENTER MODERNIZATION
Capture key foundational elements to support datacenter improvement to help

customers reduce cost, improve service levels, and drive business agility.

MICROSOFT AZURE AND CLOUD PROFILING
Provide real-time data on server and application performance to support a more detailed

cloud strategy discussion.

What’s Included
Data-Driven Findings on Respective Workload/Application

Azure Service and Architecture Recommendations 

Azure Cost Consumption Estimates

Procurement recommendations

Decision Criteria and Time Frame

Migration Plan

Proposal for Implementation and Migration
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Azure Foundation Assessment
eGroup Enabling Technologies & Microsoft provide a broad 

data center analysis identifying and prioritizing Azure migration

candidates complete with multi-year cloud consumption cost

estimates and recommendations for Governance.

With real-time performance data, customers receive
prioritization of Azure-ready migration candidates, multiyear

cost estimates, and recommendations for Governance. 

A closer look at what the Azure Foundation Assessment provides

DATACENTER MODERNIZATION
Capture key foundational elements to support datacenter improvement to help customers

reduce cost, improve service levels, governance recommendations, and drive business agility.

MICROSOFT AZURE AND CLOUD PROFILING

Facilitate future planning with detailed performance reporting, virtualization architecture,

and support timelines to orchestrate end-of-life transitions and product innovation.

DATA PLATFORM MODERNIZATION

Provide real-time data on server and application performance to support a more

detailed cloud strategy discussion.

What’s Included
Executive Summary of Data-Driven Findings

Alignment to Business Objectives

Defined Project Scope

Identification and Prioritization of Candidates to Move to Azure

Multi-Year Cost Estimates

Proposal to Execute an Azure Migration Engagement 

Cloud Adoption Framework Governance Analysis and Recommendations
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